Main Idea Poster
Congratulations on your purchase of this Really Good
Stuff® Main Idea Poster—a colorful, interactive poster to
reinforce how to identify and connect the main idea and
details of a passage.
This Really Good Stuff® product includes:
• Main Idea Poster, Write Again® wipe-off laminate
• This Really Good Stuff® Activity Guide
Displaying the Main Idea Poster
Before displaying the Main Idea Poster, make copies of this
Really Good Stuff® Activity Guide and file the pages for
future use. Or, download another copy of it from our Web
site at www.reallygoodstuff.com. Hang the Poster where
students will be able to see and interact with it easily.
Introducing the Main Idea Poster
Ask your students to describe what is meant by topic, main
idea, and details. Review the definitions of topic, main idea,
and details as shown on the Poster. Indicate that each
detail tells more information about the main idea. Explain
that being able to recognize and organize main idea and
details on paper helps readers better understand the
message of the text. Use a dry erase marker to write the
words field trip underneath the topic section and A field
trip can be more than just fun underneath the main idea
section on the Poster. Tell students to imagine that they
are reading a passage about field trips. Brainstorm some
details they might expect to read in this passage, such as
Field trips can include hands-on learning and Field trips
allow students to observe things for themselves. Write their
details on the Poster.

For further practice, have students read books
independently, complete the reproducible, and share their
work with a partner or small group. Guide the partners
or small groups in how to evaluate whether each other’s
main idea and details are correctly identified. This activity
can also be used as a student reads an individual book
and shares the main idea and details during a
student-teacher conference.
Main Idea or Detail?
Copy and distribute the Main Idea or Detail? Reproducible.
Remind students that every passage has one main idea and
multiple details and that the details give more information
about the main idea. Ask a volunteer to read the example
set of sentences. Indicate that Jazzy is a funny dog gives
readers a big idea (main idea) about Jazzy. The other two
sentences offer more information (details) that elaborate
on the statement that Jazzy is funny. Instruct students to
choose the main idea for each of the sentence sets and to
mark it with an mi. Details should be marked with a d.
Answers are:
1. d, mi, d
2. mi, d, d
3. mi, d, d

4. d, d, mi
5. d, d, mi
6. d, mi, d

7. mi, d, d
8. d, mi, d
9. mi, d, d

Ask for volunteers to read a sentence set, their selection
for main idea and details, and why they made their
selections.

Explain that main idea and details can be found in both
nonfiction and in fiction. Erase the field trip examples and
read a passage from the students’ reading book or from
another fiction book. Ask students to listen for the topic,
main idea, and details as you read. Discuss the topic, main
idea, and details that the students identify. Use the dry
erase marker to record the topic, main idea, and details on
the Poster.

Ingredients of a Main Idea and Its Details
Select a simple recipe with no more than five steps in an
easy child’s cookbook. Copy the directions so that you can
cut the directions into strips with one step on each slip. On
another slip of paper, write You can make __________. Pass
the slips of paper out to the students. Ask each student
to read his or her slip aloud. Ask for a volunteer to identify
which one is the main idea. Have students write the main
idea and detail sentences on the Poster.

Main Idea Practice
Copy and distribute the Main Idea Poster Reproducible to
each student. Distribute copies of a text for the entire
class to read. Read through the text and have students
complete the reproducible. Ask students to share their work
and use a dry erase marker to list their answers on the
Poster. Discuss how each of their details supports their
main idea.

Read and Mark
Copy and distribute the Read and Mark Reproducible.
Explain that in each of the four passages, there is a main
idea as well as several details. Direct students to read an
entire passage first and then to mark the main idea by
underlining it, and mark each detail by circling it.

If students have chosen some details that do not fit the
main idea, use this question:
The main idea is ___________. (Refer to the Main Idea
Poster.) Does this (proposed detail) tell us more about the
main idea?

Ask a volunteer to read the first passage. Then have
another volunteer write his or her selection of the main idea
and details on the Poster. Discuss the answers and how the
details give more information about the main idea. Continue
in this way for the other three passages.
All activity guides can be found online:
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